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Abstract for Femap Symposium June 26-27, 2013 

The FEA marketplace offers many complex and extremely detailed fatigue programs.  Given this reality, 
why would the world need another fatigue program?  From an engineering perspective, the 
requirement to prevent fatigue failure in high-cycle environments constitutes about 90% of the 
demand.  The remaining 10% is within the realm of short-cycle, plastic strain events, and the 
interpretation of fatigue damage for such events is quite difficult.  From this basis of serving the 90%, 
we present an essential fatigue program that performs ASTM-type rainflow counting and allows the 
user to directly enter or chose from a library, common fatigue data relationships.  The program’s 
workflow leverages the Femap interface and with its directness and ease-of-use, encourages the 
practicing engineer to more actively consider fatigue in their analysis work. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A brief walk-through is given on how a fatigue analysis works and a bit of foundation knowledge to 
guide a new user through this process.  It should be mentioned that we are focusing on the high-cycle 
fatigue of metals.  Just to ensure that we are all on the same page, the difference between low-cycle 
and high-cycle fatigue is briefly summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1:  A quick summary of the difference between Low-Cycle and High-Cycle Fatigue 
 

Low-Cycle Fatigue (Strain-Life) High-Cycle Fatigue (Stress-Life) 
Stress > 80% σYield Stress < 80% σYield 

Cycles < 10,000 Cycles > 10,000 
 
Since most design work focuses on structures with near infinite life, the stress target is typically 80% of 
the material’s yield strength (σys) or lower.  This requirement makes the stress-life approach a natural 
fit.   
As a side note, one should not consider this article as the “last word” or even a “complete word” about 
the fatigue process.  There are dozens of handbooks on fatigue analysis, and if one would like to 
become proficient in this branch of engineering, it can take years of study and perhaps a master’s or a 
Ph.D. of engineering along the way.  Heretofore, our objective in this note is just to provide a common 
foundation of understanding from which to launch more complete discussions. 
 

1.1 THE PROCESS 
For clarity, the fatigue process is broken down into five sequential steps: 
(i) Stress calculations, whether by hand or turning the FEA crank;  
(ii) Sketching out the load events to create load cycles; 
(iii) Form logical pairings of maximum and minimum stresses between load sets (Rainflow); 
(iv) Calculate damage for each load pairing from fatigue curve; 
(v) Sum damage using Miner’s rule. 
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1.2 WHAT IS FATIGUE IN METALS? 
This is not meant to be a treatise but just enough to whet your interest in the theme of fatigue theory, 
and its application. 
Fatigue starts with the movement of dislocations within the metal’s crystal lattice.  These dislocations 
pile up along grain boundaries, impurities (i.e., oxides), secondary hard phases (e.g., the silicon 
network within A356 cast aluminum alloys) and interstitial compounds or just in general, anything that 
is not part of the pure crystalline metallic matrix.  Over thousands and thousands of cycles, these 
dislocations pile up to such an extent that a network of microscopic cracks is created within the 
material.  Once this network of cracks has formed, the fatigue process speeds up significantly with 
these small cracks bridging together into larger cracks and finally zipping along to form a final large 
massive crack where the structure unexpectedly fails.  The failure is termed unexpected since nobody 
thought that the stresses were excessive since they had designed to 50% of the yield/ultimate strength 
of the material or some other “rule-of-thumb”.  
If one is of the curious sort, it begs to question how the 50% rule-of-thumb got started.  In many 
handbooks, Figure 1 aptly describes the relationship between alternating stress and the number of 
cycles to failure for ferrous and non-ferrous materials.  Ferrous materials (steel) exhibit a plateau while 
non-ferrous materials (aluminum, brass, magnesium, etc.), will eventually fail given billions and billions 
of cycles.  Of course, exceptions occur and in practice, here is a short list: 

• Occasional overloads or impacts can destroy the ability of the material to have a fatigue limit; 
• Corrosion (a common rational offered-up sometimes by metallurgists to explain unexpected 

failures); 
• High-temperatures that can introduce microstructural changes. 

In the special case of non-ferrous materials, it is more common to specify fatigue strength (Sf) as stress 
per number of cycles to failure.  As example, a manufacturer of aluminum A356-T6 truck hubs uses a 
design limit of Sf = 100 MPa with an estimated 1e108 cycles to failure.  For a standard commercial long-
haul truck, it’s enough to satisfy their clients’ fatigue requirements.    

 
Figure 1:  A standard representation of an S-N (stress-cycles) curve for typical ferrous and non-ferrous 
materials.  The fatigue limit for ferrous materials is roughly ½ the material’s ultimate strength. 
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Another way to think about this 50% rule is to look at the mechanics of a void within a large body.  
Standard mechanics calculate the stress concentration (Kt) of a spherical void within a large body as 
2.0.  The FEA model in Figure 2 provides a visualization of these mechanics in color.     
 

  
Figure 2:  A symmetric block is given a uniform pressure load of -1.0.  The FEA model shows a 
maximum stress of 1.995.  
 
Since all materials contain small defects, it is easy to imagine that when designing to 50% of the yield 
strength, the true stress at microstructural defects is at 100% of the material’s yield strength.  Not to 
belabor this point but since this is a material’s discussion and the yield strength of a ferrous/non-
ferrous material is based on the empirical observation that when the load is released, no observable 
plastic deformation is noted, but in reality, extensive dislocation movement occurs at stresses greater 
than 50% of the yield strength of the material (σy).  Hence, even before the material reaches its σy 
dislocations are moving, combining, clustering and causing nano-sized cracks in the crystalline 
structure.  Given this basis, whenever the load is greater than 50% σy, we have dislocations moving 
through-out the material and near defects, causing rather massive localized plasticity.  This is the 
essence of material fatigue and why every test sample will fail at a different number of cycles due to 
metallurgical imperfections.   

1.2.1 SURFACE TREATMENTS AND THE USE OF STRESS MODIFICATION FACTORS 
Most fatigue data is obtained using polished samples to enforce consistency and minimize variability 
within the data set.  The challenge for the engineer is how to use fatigue data while accounting for 
non-polished surface conditions and/or different surface treatments.  Engineered structures are rarely 
polished and are sometimes subjected to harsh environments that tend to scratch the surface.  
Additionally, the surface may be specially treated to enhance its hardness and/or fatigue properties.  
The easy route is just to create your own fatigue data set that would cover the intended surface 
roughness or treatment.  But since most projects don’t have dedicated budgets for fatigue data, we are 
left with using stress modification factors to adjust calculated stress data and then apply these values 
toward existing in-hand or published data.   
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It should be mentioned that the fundamental reason why surface treatments are so critical in fatigue is 
that for most engineered structures, the highest stress occurs on the surface due to bending and 
torsion stresses.  Likewise, surfaces get scratched or as one commentator noted, the structure is 
subjected to the “blunt axe” treatment.  This combination of base maximum stress and surface defects 
makes most fatigue experts run to apply the highest possible factor that they can reasonably justify.  
These factors can be broken down into two categories: (i) Surface Roughness and (ii) Surface 
Treatments.  The first category is more directed toward modifying the base stress number since these 
factors increase the calculated stress.  The second category is directed toward the established fatigue 
curve since one is modifying a characteristic of the base material, i.e., surface treatment. This can be as 
easy as using a stress modification factor or as complex as shifting the base fatigue curve via some 
algorithm that accounts for the material variability of the surface treatment.   
However, these distinctions are a bit academic since at the end of the process, one is multiplying the 
base stress number by a factor. 

1.2.1.1  SURFACE ROUGHNESS 
Manufacturing processes such as casting, forging, machining, etc. create unique surface profiles.  The 
roughness of the surface is generally a compromise between cost and engineering requirements.   As 
the surface finish improves the fatigue life increases albeit manufacturing costs go up.  Figure 3 shows 
a plot of surface factor (i.e., fatigue life) against tensile strength.  As the surface finish improves 
(smaller numbers are better), so does fatigue life as indicate by higher surface factor numbers.  The 
utility of Figure 3 is that it demonstrates that as the steel’s strength increases, the surface finish is 
more and more important. 

 
Figure 3:  Surface factor (fatigue life) given a certain surface finish.  

1.2.1.2 SURFACE COATINGS AND TREATMENTS 
Surface coatings such as chrome plating, anodizing, cadmium plating, etc. can have detrimental effects 
with respect to fatigue.  Testing is required to determine the specific fatigue curve de-rating 
(knockdown) for a given coating/base material combination.  In general, the typical numbers are 
between 10-30%. 
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Surface processes that create residual compressive stresses on the surface (e.g., shot peening and cold 
working) are well known to enhance fatigue life.  One common trick to counter the detrimental effects 
of coatings is to first shot peen the surface and then coat or plate.   

1.2.1.3 GRAB-BAG OF EFFECTS 
One should not forget that corners and edges should be treated with care.  On a sharp edge the lattice 
constraints are reduced relative to the surrounding surfaces and are therefore more susceptible to 
crack initiation.  If these details are in stressed areas, care should be taken to break the edges and the 
analyst may want to consider applying additional factors.  (Note: visualize a simple fatigue test 
between a round and square bar.  It is somewhat intuitive that the square bar will fail before the round 
bar.) 
And of course, weld zones are just a whole other material ball game since they represent a completely 
different material.  
The intent of this section is that one starts with what you have and then adjust to what is present in 
the real world structure.  If the surface is rough, then the base stresses are adjusted upward.  If the 
base material is to be coated or cold-worked, then one needs to adjust the fatigue curve to account for 
decreased or increased performance.  It is beyond the scope to cover all possibilities in this paper, but 
the above should provide a level of awareness to help the analyst consider any unique characteristics 
that may need to be accounted for. 

1.2.2 SUMMARY 
What this means for the designer responsible for the survivability of structures subject to high-cycle 
loads is that one should be a bit nervous about how your material is going to react after a few millions 
of cycles and whether or not your loads are going to be well-behaved or subjected to periodic high-
load excursions.  When viewed from this perspective, the unexpected failure in a high-cycle 
environment often has its roots in not considering the coupling between material variability and 
fatigue mechanics.  But this is getting a bit ahead and subsequent sections will delve a bit deeper into 
material variability as it relates to fatigue life and how one can safely hedge your bet. 
 

1.3 BASIC FATIGUE MECHANICS TERMINOLOGY 
If you master this section, you’ll know more about interpreting stress data and S-N fatigue curves than 
the majority of your colleagues in the engineering profession.  These concepts seem simple enough but 
are actually quite difficult to implement in practice given the general noise inherent in real-world load 
cases.  But before we sprint, let’s crawl through the classic fatigue schematic shown in Figure 4.  What 
the schematic is telling us is that the applied load is creating an elevated mean stress (σm) in our 
structure while the measured stress cycles up and down between a max (σmax) and a min (σmin).  This 
all seems quite logical mathematically but maybe a bit hard to visualize in engineering practice.  One 
example of a structure that experiences high mean stress  is a helicopter rotor blade.  During 
operation, the centripetal force pulls on the blade creating a field of constant high tension.  As the 
blade rotates, the drag force switches sign every 180 degrees.  This creates the perfect sinusoidal σmax, 
σmin under a high σm.  
What causes material damage is the alternating stress component (Δσ) and accelerated by the 
magnitude of the mean stress (σm).  This accelerator effect is shown schematically in Figure 5.  As the 
mean stress increases, the alternating stress (σa) to initiate fatigue failure decreases.   
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Figure 4:  This sketch lays down the foundation of how stresses within a cyclic event are described 
within the world of fatigue terminology. 

 
Figure 5:  As the mean stress (σm) increases, the alternating stress (σa) to failure decreases. 

In the majority of S-N curves presented in the literature, a common denominator is the use of stress 
amplitude (σa) to indicate the driving stress to failure with no mention of the mean stress (σm).  This 
can cause a few problems for someone new to the field in trying to decipher the utility of the 
presented data since σa by itself doesn’t paint a very complete picture.  The reality is that if no other 
information is presented, then an S-N curve showing σa versus cycles (S-N) is always at a stress ratio of 
R = -1.0.  The reason that some S-N curves typically only provide σa with no mention of stress ratio is 
that generating fatigue data is very expensive and requires a large data set for good statistical 
accuracy.  One of easiest methods to generate fatigue data is the ASTM rotating beam test where a 
cylindrical test specimen is polished and mounted as shown on the left-hand side of Figure 6.  This type 
of test is easy to operate, and since the stress ratio is fixed at R = -1.0, only one data set is generated.  
Hence, when no other information is presented, it is highly likely that the given data is at R = -1.0 and 
that the mean stress (σm) is zero.  If the effect of σm is required, one needs to use a more complex 
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setup, as shown on the right-hand side in Figure 6.  As one can imagine, the resulting data set is much 
larger and more cumbersome to process. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 6:  Classic ASTM rotating beam fatigue test providing a R = -1.0 and the more modern suite of 
fatigue test machines that can cycle the sample at nearly any stress ratio.  
 

1.4 CORRECTING FOR MEAN STRESS  
Traditionally, the industry has lacked arrays of instrumented testing machines as shown in Figure 6 and 
had to rely on the basic rotating beam test where the data was always at R = -1.0 and σm = 0.0.  This 
presented a rather serious problem since it was well known that σm would significantly lower the 
fatigue life of the structure.  To leverage the large and economical database of R = -1 fatigue data, 
several scientists over the years have developed empirical relationships that allow the correction of 
fatigue data at other σm values.  The most popular of these corrections is the Modified-Goodman 
developed in the early 1900’s (see Dowling’s paper in Section 5, Suggested Readings).  More recent 
work in the 1970’s by Walker and Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) provide formulas that are considered 
more accurate (see Dowling’s paper).  Figure 7 shows an application of the Goodman and SWT σm 
correction based on an original data set of R=-1.0.  The process is to start with a base equation relating 
alternating stress ������.� to cycles to failure (Nf).  The equation format is generic and provides a nice 
fit to most metallic fatigue data up to the point of the material’s endurance limit.  The mean stress 
corrections (��∗) are then inserted as the corresponding value of ������.�.  As shown in Figure 7, as the 
mean stress increases from σm =0.0 (R=-1.0) to σm =σa/2 (R=0.0), the fatigue curve shifts downward as 
previously shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 7:  Starting with experimental data at R=-1, a mean stress correction to R=0.0 is done using the 
SWT and Goodman equations. 
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A more common way to present fatigue data obtained at different σm levels is by plotting the 
maximum stress (σmax) against Nf.  Figure 8 presents data from the MMPDS based on this format.  
When data is available at different σm levels (or stress ratios), one can obtain a better correction using 
the Walker equation by fitting the exponent to the data set.  For example, the SWT equation uses a 
fixed exponent of 0.5 while the Walker equation presented in Figure 8 is derived from the data set and 
is 0.63.  The fit to the data is obviously better using the Walker equation but for legacy reasons the 
Goodman correction is still prevalent. 

:��$" = 20.68 − 9.84:��(����∗ ) 
 �* = 45>� 

(������ ����∗ = ? �����*(1 − �)
2�* − ����(1 + �)@ 

 -��>�� ����∗ = ����(1 − �)�.AB 
 

 
 

Figure 8:  Working with data presented in the MMPDS, the Goodman and Walker mean stress 
correction is overlaid the experimental data for R = 0.0.  One will note that the ultimate strength of the 
material σu=45 ksi is logically never exceeded by the experimental data but that the fitted curves will 
incorrectly bump above this limit. 

Let’s now solve a more fundamental fatigue analysis problem where the designer only has the most 
basic of mechanical steel property data, e.g., the ultimate strength (σu) of the steel and needs “quick 
and mostly accurate” assessment of fatigue life at a stress ratio R = 0.0.  For a broad range of steels, it 
is reasonable to assume that at R=-1, one can say that the fatigue life Nf at 1,000 cycles is 0.9σu and 
that at Nf=1e6 it is 0.5 σu (see Bannantine, Section 5, Suggested Readings and note that this is only for 
polished samples and real structures rarely get this lucky).  This curve is given in Figure 9 along with the 
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SWT mean stress correction at R=0.0.  The correction is straightforward since it is only necessary to 
reformulate the SWT formula as given in Figure 9. 
 

	-/ ��∗ = ���� )1 − �
2 ,�.6

 

 

	-/ ��∗ = ���� )1
2,�.6

 

 
Figure 9:  Starting with basic steel data where the σu=840 MPa, a simple fatigue curve can be 
constructed with an assumed stress ratio R=-1.0.  The SWT correction is also given for R=0.0. 
 
Just to close on this rather important subject and to start the introduction of load cycles, Figure 10 
shows common examples of structures that often experience stress ratios of R=-1, R=0.0 and R=0.8. 
In summary, the process for correcting experimental R=-1 (σm=0.0) to different stress ratios (σm≠0.0) 
is not difficult but one should not lose sight that these corrections are based on empirical curve fits to 
experimental data and contain their own statistical uncertainties that are not easily quantifiable.  If 
accuracy is paramount, then it is best to generate the data directly from coupons. 
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Figure 10:  Examples of equipment where major components often experience stress ratios of R=-1.0 
(truck hub), R=0.0 (aircraft landing gear) and R=0.8 (helicopter rotor blades). 

1.5 WORKING CURVE OR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF FATIGUE DATA   
Fatigue analysis is statistically messy.  The accuracy of the process is sensitive to variation in material 
data, surface finish of the structure and calculated stress data.   
Let’s start simple and take a look at some publically available fatigue data published in the MMPDS 
handbook as given in Figure 11 for 6061-T6 aluminum.  Focus just on the fatigue data presented on the 
graph (the symbols mark experimentally determined data) and notice the scatter for each grouping.  
We’ll cover what each symbol means later on, but to gain a sense of how accurate the fatigue data 
might be, just focus on how the symbols move up and down in relation to their respective curve.  It is 
not an exact fit and it is the general problem that everyone faces: how to safely use fatigue data to 
count cycles to failure for their design. 
This concept of adjusting the provided fatigue data to create a statistically safe curve is commonly 
referred to as creating a “working curve”.  The typical challenge is that the end user is often faced 
without having access to the raw experimental data or more likely, due to the expense of obtaining the 
fatigue data, only the most limited amount of data was collected.  In an ideal situation, specific data 
would be created at the exact σm that the structure experiences and one could adjust the fatigue data 
as shown in Figure 12.  
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Figure 11:  MMPDS data for 6061-T6 aluminum. 
 

 

 
Figure 12:  An example of perfectly obtained experimental data where the working curve (the line on 
the far left) can be created from a statistical fit of the raw data.  The central line is termed the 50/50 
line. 
 
In statistical terms, the curves presented in the MMPDS and in S-N fitted data are termed 50/50 curves 
where one has a 50% chance that the Nf calculation will be within one standard deviation of error.  The 
obvious challenge to this approach is that most fatigue data sets are limited and that statistical 
information is often lacking.  Given this challenge, we have three general approaches: 

• Increase the stress value (i.e., stress modification factor) used to calculate fatigue damage; 
• Divide the number of calculated cycles to failure Nf by some scatter factor; 
• Or a combination of the above two methods. 
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Figure 13 shows these approaches using the R=0.0 data within the MMPDS 7050 data set.  This 
approach can also be directly applied to data at different stress ratios.  It is not a straightforward 
subject since some companies prefer decreasing the number of calculated Nf by a certain number 
varying from 5 to 20 while other companies prefer to just increase the calculated stress by some factor 
prior to the calculation of Nf.  To keep things interesting, some companies combine both techniques 
with a stress reduction at low cycles and a scatter factor at high cycles. 

 
Figure 13:  Examples of how to create a working curve using a stress reduction and an 8x scatter factor. 

The reality of having to create a working curve is to account for the statistical uncertainty of the 
experimental fatigue data.  As mentioned, the gold standard is just to create your own data and 
perform a complete statistical analysis on the data.  However, this is often quite expensive since if the 
structure has load cycles that create different stress ratios, then the fatigue data set can get quite large 
as shown in Figure 11, and still not quite provide deep statistical accuracy.   
Another reason why the industry and many certifying organizations insist upon a statistically safe 
working curve is that the base R=-1.0 data is often empirically adjusted to other stress ratios and that 
most end-users do not have complete statistical data sets.  Given these reasons, most working curves 
represent a significantly decreased curve as that compared to the original fatigue data.   

2. FATIGUE ESSENTIALS / STRESS-LIFE MADE EASY 
Before becoming a rocket scientist with fatigue, we’ll going to start with the most basic fatigue 
example where the designer only has the slimmest of data and needs to obtain the cycles-to-failure Nf 
for a given load at a stress ratio R=0.0.  Starting with the example shown in Figure 9, we’ll knock-down 
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the complete curve by a scatter factor of 8x.  The equation format is shown within the Figure 14 
graphic.  The only thing we know about this material is that a group of polished tensile test coupons 
failed at an ultimate strength σu = 840 MPa. 
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Figure 14:  Starting with the basic R=-1.0 curve, the scatter factor of 8x significantly knocks down the 
estimated fatigue strength.  The mean stress correction at R=0.0 provides the user with the final 
fatigue curve for the calculation of damage. 
 
An example of its usage would be to say that one had a cyclic load where σmax= 500 MPa and R=0.0.  
To correct for surface finish from industrial rough to fatigue sample polish, we use a stress 
multiplication factor of Ka = 1.4.  To calculate the equivalent R=-1 stress, we have  ������.� =
b����� P�

J\�.6
 = 495 MPa.  Inserting this equivalent value into the working curve, yields Nf 8x = 18,000.  

Of course, one could just eyeball Figure 14 and with a Ka σmax = 700 MPa, estimate a similar value using 
the top curve labeled SWT R=0.0 8x Scatter Factor.   
 
 

2.1 THE SUPER-SIMPLE EXAMPLE 
This same example is now worked within Fatigue Essentials.  Figure 15 shows the sequence of 
operations as screen captures from the program to setup the analysis, load cases, create the material 
and then assign this material to a specific load case.  
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The next sequence of operations takes this data and applies it to a fatigue spectrum.  It may seem odd 
that the load cases are separated from the cycle requirements but it allows much more flexibility in the 
analysis. Figure 16 walks through this operation and provides the final output data from the analysis. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Clockwise: (a) Define scatter factor of 8x, stress units of MPa and Ka=1.4; (b) Load case of 
Max=500 MPa and Min=0 MPa (R=0.0); (c) Define material based on σu=840 MPa and SWT mean stress 
correction; and (d) the material data is assigned to the load cases. 
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Figure 16:  Clockwise: (a) Fatigue spectrum of 18,000 cycles; (b) Requesting a solve; (c) report for 
material; and (d) report for fatigue calculation with damage and margin of safety results. 
 

 

3. BROAD SPECTRUM FATIGUE ANALYSIS (RAINFLOW COUNTING) 
TBD 
 

3.1 RAINFLOW COUNTING EXAMPLE 
TBD 
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Figure 17:  Fatigue analysis of pressure vessel having multiple load cases. 
 
 
 
 

4. MULTI-AXIAL STRESS DISCUSSION 
TBD 
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